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AquaFarm & NovelFarm, postponement announcement:
next edition will be taking place in Pordenone Fiere in 2022, 16-17 February
Pordenone Fiere has announced the postponement of AquaFarm and NovelFarm dates that will be rescheduled
back to their original dates, in February.
14 April 2021. Following a careful assessment of the possibility to let a physical event take place, Pordenone
Fiere has decided to postpone AquaFarm and NocelFarm, alongside the new project AlgaeFarm, in 2022, to
grant a safety exhibition and satisfy all participants, exhibitors and visitors. The appointment will be back to its
original placement in the calendar, as for last editions, in February, 16th and 17th.
Following the success of the Digital Preview, held March, 25th, the physical exhibition will be anticipated by a
digital preview that, alongside live streaming sessions of conferences, will offer companies the possibility of
both promoting and networking on a dedicated platform.
Some numbers on the past digital preview: more than 450 participants have joined the live streaming, which
were owners, employees of the aquaculture sector and vertical farming, producers of technologies,
distributors, researchers and journalists. The audience has confirmed the international vocation of the
exhibition: 15% of the participants were international connecting from the United Kingdom, the Netherlands,
Germany, Croatia, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Portugal, France, USA and Norway.
While waiting for February 2022, Pordenone Fiere will organize a new appointment this Fall.
AquaFarm is the international conference & trade show dedicated to aquaculture and sustainable fishing industry.
NovelFarm is the most important Italian event dedicated entirely to new cultivation techniques, soilless and vertical
farming. AlgaeFarm is the new appointment dedicated to technologies and applications in algaeculture.
More information:
AquaFarm www.aquafarmexpo.it
NovelFarm www.novelfarmexpo.it
AlgaeFarm: link alla pagina dedicata
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